Five questions for Bud Coleman

Bud Coleman went to a small, Texas high school and thought he would become an architect. But once he began university classes, he said, “I learned very quickly that my high school preparation in calculus and physics was very behind my peers.”

He signed up for an introduction to theater class as a general education requirement and tried out for a play. It was a good match for his skills. And because his mother was a high school teacher and he grew up in a place where “education was a calling,” he said it was not a big stretch for him to move into academics.

The University of Colorado Boulder appealed to him as a place where he could flourish because it had a Department of Theater and Dance.

“That was very attractive to me because I have a foot in both worlds and so I wanted to find an academic home that included both dance and theatre,” said Coleman, who has been at the university since 1993 and is a professor and former chair of the department.

He has numerous director and choreographer credits for both professional and CU productions. He also has taught around the world. This winter, he will take students on an extended class excursion to New York to study American musical theater.

1. The upcoming Winter Session class you are teaching explores musical theater both online and in New York and is open to community members. Have you taught this class before? Does it change the way you teach when participants other than students are part of the class?

I have taught the class many times before and actually co-wrote the textbook that we use (“Back Stage Pass: A Survey of American Musical Theatre”), so the course is very near and dear to my heart. I’ve
taught it in fall and spring sessions and for Maymester a couple of times.

I also had an opportunity to teach a version of the course in Japan, where I was on a Fulbright. That was eye-opening because the class was offered not only to theater majors but to a much broader student population. It was a great experience to teach from the angle of how to look at American musical theater as a reflection of American identity. I kept that angle in the class when I returned to Colorado.

The Winter Session has yet another twist on it since there will be an online section and a face-to-face experience in New York City where we will see musicals live on Broadway. I’m very excited by this iteration of the class.

2. How did American musical theater develop and evolve and what were the drivers of change?

There are several strains that sort of set the ground for people to create musical theater at the end of the 19th century. One was operetta, whether it was German, French or Gilbert and Sullivan coming out of England. These comic operas included dialog and singing, but one typical difference between operetta and musical theater is that operetta tends to require a lot of technical singing skill, whereas for musical theater, the composer can create the song in such a way that a character can speak-sing it.

Another antecedent is minstrelsy, the most popular theater form in the 19th century. While minstrelsy was blatantly racist, it did give American audiences the chance to hear American music. Tap dancing comes into the picture during minstrelsy and then vaudeville, which was also very popular and infused musical theater with the sense that it had to be fast. With vaudeville, if your act was not landing with the audience in 30 to 60 seconds, you literally would get the hook and be pulled off the stage. The result was that audience expectations traveled regardless of the theater form they were attending. As soon as somebody new hit the stage, the audience wanted them to deliver or they would get up and leave. Vaudeville also infused musical theater with the sense of specialty acts.

Since musicals are a populist theater form, any innovation with music – whether ragtime or rock ‘n’ roll or hip-hop or big band – became part of the production. Musical theater composers look at what is selling in sheet music or what is playing on the radio, and jump on that bandwagon because that is what people are listening to.

Road productions have also evolved. It used to be that when a Broadway musical went on the road, the sets might be worn out, or a lot of things were cut out of the production, or the actors may not be up to speed. That really changed, especially because of Cameron Mackintosh (think “Cats,” “Miss Saigon,” “The Phantom of the Opera”) who said that the shows were his brand and he didn’t want to send out a road production of “Les Misérables” if it was a “B” version of an “A” show. He really upped the quality of road tours. If you see “The Book of Mormon” at the Buell Theatre in Denver, it is going to be a fabulous show because the producers realize that they are hurting themselves if they’re sending out a less-than-stellar quality production.

Musical theater also has been helped a lot by popular television shows like “Glee,” “America’s Got Talent” and “American Idol.” Young people are inspired by the art form of singing and telling a story. There’s a competition in Colorado called the Bobby G Awards. I’m one of the volunteer adjudicators, and so I go to see musicals produced by high schools. Some of them are incredible because the cast and crew’s hearts are in it. Do they have the same production values as Broadway? Of course not. But you can tell that a lot of people have put a lot of heart and soul into this production. And my bottom line is, if somebody is on stage, has worked very hard, and is having a really good time, chances are you are, too.

3. You wrote and presented a one-man play. Was it your first and why did you decide to go in this direction?
It came about because of a theater conference. The organizers that year wanted to have something besides academic papers being presented so they encouraged performance as part of the proceedings. I took on the challenge. I had never done it before. It was nerve-racking because you are up there by yourself and so it is all up to you to keep the energy going and keep connected with the audience. I was performing for my peers, for people I’ve known for a long time, but I’ve never had that kind of relationship with them, myself as performer and them as an audience. It was not for the public. It was a situation where I know each person in the audience and I will see them for the rest of the conference. I’m glad I wrote and performed a one-person show, but I don’t need to do that again!

4. You’ve been involved with numerous productions and endeavors, both as part of the university and away from it. What are some favorite moments in your career?

First, I am honored to be able to continue to perform. I had not performed in quite a while when one of my colleagues was directing “You Can’t Take It With You,” a very fun play written in the 1930s. There are a handful of amazing character parts, people who are not the stereotypical leading man or leading lady but off-the-wall characters. She asked me to play the Russian ballet teacher who is giving private lessons to a young lady who doesn’t have any talent. That was a ton of fun. The same year, I auditioned for the Colorado Shakespeare Festival and performed as one of the mechanicals – the working-class guys – in “Midsummer Night’s Dream.” It was an amazing company and an amazing director. It was an honor to be part of that company.

At the university, we have a very generous donor to the Department of Theater and Dance, Roe Green. About 13 years ago, she set up a visiting artist program so that every year we are able to bring in a professional director, a playwright, a designer or a performer to work with our students on a production. It is an amazing gift that she gave us. I’m the producer of that series. Several years ago, we approached Roe with another opportunity for investing in the department and we were able to set up an endowed chair. I am the holder of the inaugural Roe Green Endowed Chair in Theater and it has been an amazing honor to take that on.

A highlight this year was a sabbatical this spring when I was invited to Mahidol University in Thailand to direct and choreograph the Thai premier of “Fiddler on the Roof.” That was an absolutely amazing experience. The university has the only musical theater training program in Thailand, and the students are fantastic.

Musical theater is also hugely popular in Japan. The Shiki Theatre Company contracts with American producers to do Broadway musicals – “Lion King,” “Beauty and the Beast,” “Wicked,” you name it – so Japanese audiences have the opportunity to see these productions. They have the same direction and the same design but are translated into the Japanese language. American musicals are very, very popular in Japan. One thing that was a happy surprise for me when I was teaching in both Thailand and Japan is that the students already have a great deal of knowledge of musical theater; this was not something that they hadn’t had exposure to or weren’t aware of.

5. Do you have a favorite item or artifact that you keep in your office? If so, what is it and what is the story behind it?

I’m looking at my shelves and the answer is “yes.” I had the opportunity to direct Stephen Sondheim’s “Company” in Russia and the cast gave me a replica of a Russian sailing ship. I have quite a few photos from other productions and about two dozen collectible coffee mugs from different shows.

Communication, policy review topics of discussion for Staff Council
Two guests spoke to University of Colorado Staff Council members about communications and policy during the group’s Nov. 9 meeting on the University of Colorado Colorado Springs campus.

Tom Hutton, UCCS executive director of university communications and media relations, discussed how the campus disseminates information to faculty and staff and how the avenues of communication have changed over the years.

He said that while it is imperative to use a powerful device to spread important messages, it also is essential to know your audience and the format in which they prefer to gather messages.

Dan Montez, director of the Office of Policy and Efficiency for the university, discussed the process the university goes through to review and approve, as well as maintain, systemwide policies. The office also is currently conducting reviews of Board of Regents policies, some of which have not been reviewed since the 1940s.

He provided council members with an overview of the office’s website where people can track policies, provide feedback on policies up for review, or seek help in finding current or archived policies.

Although the office was founded in 2009, Montez said only a small percentage of university employees say they know about the workings of the office.

Visit the website at http://www.cu.edu/ope to find policies under review, a blog, drafts of policies that are being revised and individual campus policies.
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Verma named journal co-editor

CU Denver School of Education and Human Development faculty member, Geeta Verma, associate professor of science education, has been named co-editor of the Journal of Science Teacher Education (JSTE), the flagship journal of the Association for Science Teacher Education (ASTE).

It is the only English-language journal focused exclusively on science teacher education. JSTE disseminates research and theoretical position papers concerning preservice and in-service education of science teachers, including articles offering ways to improve classroom teaching and learning; professional development; and teacher recruitment and retention at pre K-16 levels.

“I am so honored and privileged to receive this co-editor role,” said Geeta Verma. “Science education has a key role in equipping students around the globe with the capacity to make informed decisions about issues that affect them and their societies. My goal is to actively seek out global and diverse perspectives on science teacher education to benefit the next generation of science education researchers, science leaders, and science teachers.”

Mealer co-chairs panel on moral resilience

Meredith Mealer, assistant professor in the Department of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation, School of Medicine, recently co-chaired the American Nurses Association Professional Issues Panel on Moral Resilience.

The American Nurses Association Professional Issues Panel on Moral Resilience has finalized the Call to Action: Exploring Moral Resilience Toward a Culture of Ethical Practice. Moral resilience is an emerging concept proposed as a beginning to alleviate the complex and convoluted psychological symptoms
associated with challenging work environments. The call to focus on the cultivation of moral resilience signifies an invitation for individuals, groups and organizations to work together to transform individual and team distress and the organizational culture to create the conditions in which moral and ethical practice can thrive.

“ANA is grateful for the tremendous work of the Professional Issues Panel on Moral Resilience for the commitment and dedication exhibited to establish goals to strengthen moral resilience and a culture of ethical practice,” the group said in a statement.